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Abstract—In this paper, a system for real-time object recognition , tracking and destroying the intruding object in predefined  two 

areas under surveillance is presented. A battery powered computer in the  system will analyze  images captured from camera. The 

system will detect intrusion and recognize the intruding object by comparing its features with features of the objects already 

stored in database. If match between intruding object and one of the object from database is found, object is said to be detected. In 

order to meet real time requirements , a unique feature, which achieves low computational complexity of system , accuracy of  

localization, and noise robustness has been considered for both object recognition, tracking and destroying.  Here we are going 

implement  two algorithms SIFT and SURF. The comparison of these two algorithms is done for study purpose. Also live video 

streaming is there for area-1 and area-2. We  are also implementing Security alert system to make security guard alert when on 

duty of patrolling . SMS will be sent to security guard if he is not alert and acknowledgement of it  is given when he reads the 

message.  Intimation is given to control room when authorized person enters the  restricted  area , he should not have any harm.  

RSA type algorithm is used to make data secure. 

 

  

. Index Terms— Keywords-object tracking, object recognition ,SIFT , SURF  safety monitoring, video surveillance. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION  

    In this system we   proposed Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF)  algorithm 

for detecting intrusions, tracking intruding object, destroying it and sending high security alert Recognition can be used to give an 

interpretation of a 3-D scene  or in discriminating among different objects interacting with it.  Tracking techniques are divided 

into two categories , recognition-based and motion-based  Tracking . Recognition-based tracking concerns the recognition of the 

object in successive images and the extraction of its position. The main advantage of this tracking method is that it can be 

achieved in three dimensions, and that the object translation and rotation can be estimated. The disadvantage is that only 

recognized objects can be tracked, and, consequently, the tracking performances are limited by the high computational 

complexity of the recognition method. Motion-based tracking systems is  entirely based on motion parameter estimation to detect 

the object. They have the advantage of  tracking any moving object regardless of  its size or shape. Object recognition in  real-

world scenes requires local image features that are unaffected by nearby environment or partial occlusion. The features  o f  object 

must be  partially invariant to illumination, 3D projective transformation  , and common object variations . Also the features must 

also be sufficiently distinctive to identify specific objects among many other alternatives available . The  main difficulty of the 

object recognition problem is due  in large part to the lack of success in finding such image features. 

  The system is placed at some suitable   place ,  from  where  complete view of the area under surveillance is possible to take with 

camera. The system posses a high resolution  night vision camera, image processing hardware, microcontroller , two servo motors 

and other supplementary hardware and mechanisms. These are connected as shown in Fig.1. Processing Hardware will acquire 

data captured by camera after some predefined interval . Then it will process every captured image for detecting intrusion in  the 

area . If intrusion is matched , Image Processing Hardware will extract the features of that intruding object and compare them 

with features of objects stored in database. We have stored database for the object images those are to be destroyed. If  feature 

match is found  between intruding object and one of the objects from database is found object is said to be recognized. System 

will start tracking  that object to calculate its speed i.e its  velocity of motion. This velocity information helps to decide the angle 
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and time instant at which projectile is to be launched at intruding object for  destroying it. Position of the intruding object in the 

form of x-y co-ordinate is found and sent to microcontroller for further processing . Microcontroller will controls the  angle of 

rotation of two Servo Motors to position the laser aiming at the intruding object.  

 

 

 
 

 

Figure1. Basic block diagram of complete system 

 

 

I I  METHODOLOGY 

A .CAMERA 

 

    Camera used for experimentation purpose is “Brand New Spy  Camera with A/V Wireless Transmission & Reception with 

PAL system,,380 lines resolution PAL 50Hz  scan frequency ,LUX minimum illumination ,50mw;  200mw output power 

900MHz ~ 1200MHz output frequency  . A Night-Vision Camera and camera with different resolution and color depth can be 

used depending upon requirement of application.  

 

B. IMAGE PROCESSING HARDWARE 
 

      A computer with Intel 1.6 GHz processor and 512MB  RAM was used as Image Processing hardware. The image acquired by 

camera is processed by this hardware and result of processing is sent to Microcontroller.  Then Microcontroller will control the 

angle of rotation of servo motor to position laser accordingly. 

 

C. IMAGE PROCESSING SOFTWARE 

 

  The complete algorithm for this system is implemented in Matlab7.2 software using Image Processing Toolbox. 

     

a. SIFT - The Scale Invariant Feature Transform 

      

     Recognition of objects in images is one of the most difficult  problems in computer vision . A common method is 

to first extract the feature descriptions of the objects to be recognized from reference images, and  then store such description in 

a database. When a new image appears , its feature descriptions are extracted and compared to the object descriptions in the 

database . Then  it looks if the image contains any object we are looking for. In real world applications , the objects in the images 

to be detected can differ from the reference images in many  other ways , such as Scale, i.e. size of the object in the image , 

Orientation , Viewpoint , Illumination , Partially covered. 
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     Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) is an algorithm  designed for extracting feature description of objects which are 

stable, called keypoints that are robust to change in scale, orientation, shear, position, and illumination.[2] .Figure 2 shows. 

Processing Pipeline of SIFT [2]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Processing Pipeline of SIFT 

 

i. SCALE SPACE CONSTRUCTION 
 

   In SIFT algorithm, an image pyramid is built as the first step the  image is processed with  Gaussian filters. This output of  filter 

is called as scale. Then  further the  algorithm moves on to the next octave by down-scale the image by a factor of 2 , and 

produces another S Gaussian blurred images . This process goes on until the image size reach certain limit. The scale space 

construction  contributes to the scale invariance of SIFT algorithm.[2] Figure 3 shows the scale space construction[2]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3 . The scale space construction 

 

  

   The scale space construction is divided in two steps. The first is to build the octave bases and the  second  is to  build the scale 

space from octave bases In first step  image is down sampled into multiple octaves, each  of which has half of the width and 

height of the octave at a lower level. An image is down sampled many times to create as many octaves as possible, and the top 

two octaves are discarded due to their small size. The number of octaves O = log2(min(width, height)) - 2. In second step  each 

octave is smoothed with multiple Gaussian filters of different sigma values to create multiple scales of the image[2]. 

 

ii. Difference-of-Gaussian 
 

   The Difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) images are taken from adjacent Gaussian-blurred images per octave. The following figure4. 

gives an idea of scale space construction and DoG calculation .  Thus for each octave, images of adjacent scales will subtract each 

other to create Difference of Gaussian (DoG) images. There will be total Ox(S-1) number of DoG images[2]. Figure 4 shows 

Difference-of-Gaussian[2]. 
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Figure 4. Difference-of-Gaussian 

 

iii. Extreme Points Extraction 

 

   Keypoints are local minima/maxima of the  DoG images across scales. Comparing  each pixel in the DoG images to its eight 

neighbors at the same scale and nine corresponding neighboring pixels in each of the neighboring scales keypoints are obtained. 

The a candidate keypoint is maximum or minimum pixel value  among all compared pixels[2] 

 

iv. Keypoint Localization 
 

 Extreme points extraction  produces too many keypoint candidates. This two kinds of candidates are eliminated ,  Low-contrast 

keypoints , Edge responses[2]. 

 

v. Orientation Assignment 

 

 The orientation assignment stage calculates orientation of  each keypoint base on gradient. The magnitude and direction 

calculations for the gradient are done for every pixel in a neighboring window around the keypoint in the Gaussian-blurred image. 

Each pixel votes in a orientation histogram. In the provided reference implementation, the algorithm only picks the maximum 

orientation in the histogram as the orientation of a keypoint. More advanced implementations, e.g. sift++, lowe's sift, etc., 

consider all dominant orientations (>80% peak) as the orientations of a keypoint. In all these implementations, the orientation 

assignment is to ensure the keypoints are invariant to rotation. 

  

b. SURF: Speeded Up Robust Features 

 

SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features) is a robust local feature detector, that can be used in computer vision tasks like object 

recognition or 3D reconstruction. It is partly inspired by the SIFT descriptor. The standard version of SURF is several times faster 

than SIFT and  is more robust against different image transformations than SIFT. SURF is based on sums of 2D Haar wavelet 

responses and makes an efficient use of integral images. 

 

 

I I I  . SECURED WIRELESS DATA COMMUNICATION 
  

a. Encryption And Decryption: 
 

    Cryptography is a process of converting a plain text or  message to cipher text message which is based on an algorithm that 

both sender and receiver know. In this way the cipher text message can be obtained to its original form. Such a message cannot be 

read by anyone but the authorized receiver . The process which converts a plain message to its cipher text form is called 

enciphering. And vice versa is known as deciphering. Enciphering and deciphering are the names given to encryption and 

decryption. A number of methods  are used to perform encryption and decryption. The most common method uses a key. A key is 

a parameter of algorithm through which encryption and decryption takes place. Key based cryptographic techniques are of  two  

types  known  symmetric and asymmetric. A symmetric cryptography uses same key  for encryption and decryption. And 

asymmetric cryptography, uses one key for encryption and another for decryption[5]. 
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b. Algorithms for encryption and decryption: 

 
     There are different classifications of cryptography algorithms. They are divided on the basis of number of keys that will be 

used for encryption and decryption, and then they will be defined according to applications and uses.  

The following are the algorithms used for cryptography[5]. 

 

1.  Secret Key Cryptography (SKC): It uses a a single key for both encryption and decryption. 

2.  Public Key Cryptography (PKC):   This cryptography method uses  one key  for encryption and another  key  is used for 

decryption. 

3. Hash Functions: In this type of algorithm, a mathematical transformation is employed to irreversibly "encrypt"  the 

information. 

 

c. symmetric key  cryptography: 

 

     One of the very well known cryptography is  secret key cryptographic method . It is the Data Encryption Standard (DES), 

which is published by the National Bureau of Standards, USA. DES is the most widely used algorithm. It uses a length of fix bits, 

56-bit key and an efficient method to quickly encrypt and decrypt the data which is entered through keyboard. It can be 

implemented very easily using  hardware. So the process of encryption and decryption takes less time. By increasing the size 

of the key will make the system more secure[5]. 

 

 

I V  3D SCENE MODELING, RECOGNITION AND     

       TRACKING 

 

   Here we uses SIFT features for 3D object recognition and  also 3D modeling in context of augmented  reality. Where 

synthetic objects with accurate  pose are superimposed on real world images. SIFT matching is done for 2D images of a scene 

or object view taken from different angles. This is used with multiple adjustments to build a sparse 3D model of the viewed 

scene and to simultaneously recover camera poses and calibration parameters. After this the position, orientation and size of the 

virtual object are defined relative to the coordinate frame of the recovered model. SIFT features again are extracted from the 

current video frame and matched to the features already computed for the world mode, resulting in a set of 2D to 3D images for 

online match moving. This data are then used to compute the current camera pose for the virtual projection. A regularization 

technique is used to reduce the jitter in the virtual projection. 3D extensions of SIFT have also been evaluated for true 3D 

object recognition.  
 

RESULTS 

  

The above table shows the result obtained . Here SIFT and SURF kepoints and execution time is compaired with respect to 

number of frames and it is observed that SURF keypoint match is more than SIFT keypoints and also SURF execution time 

required is lesser than SIFT algorithim. 

                                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Frame 

No. 

SIFT 

Key-

points 

SURF 

Key-

points 

SIFT 

execution 

time 

SURF 

execution 

time 

1 4 5 1.264803912 1.004403252 

5 2 6 1.256689548 1.034076144 

10 10 42 1.328500813 1.18876399 

15 1 6 1.315362488 1.017735753 

20 2 7 1.259355473 0.99476339 
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CONCLUSION 

 

    By implementing this automatic system , one can ensure complete intrusion free area under surveillance. Restricted area can 

be supervised for an authorized person. Guard will be alerted if not in position of patrolling area and SMS will be sent on his 

mobile. Also the acknowledgment of the SMS read by him will be sent to control room. Here we are also doing comparison of 

SURF and SIFT for the study purpose. 
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